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1, THE EQUATION OF MOTION

I have proposed (Cook, 1986, 1987a) an equation vith a linear form

of the kinetic energy for a system of many particles of which one form la
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where a denotes a particular particle, 3 is the vector operator

ifi3/3ra, with r& the position vector of particle a, and y and t

components of the 3-veetors Yft form a Clifford algebra:

if, <
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The quasi-relativistie Hamlltonian for bound states of many bodies

proposed in previous articles (Cook, 1986, 1987a) is shown to provide a

basis for the molecular orbital scheme of constructing wavefunctions and

calculating eigenenergies.
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The g are the components of the metric co-forn of the geometry

common to all particles.

and E Q is mc?.m a is the rest mass of particle a, m is

V is the potential and may be taken to include vector as well as scalar

parts.

A molecule consists of electrons and heavy nuclei (or ions) and so the

kinetic energy may be divided into electronic and nuclear parts:

where e denotes an electron and m Is the rest mass of the electron

(all the same), and n denotes a nucleus; the nuclear masses m are in
n

general not all equal.

respectively.

n
Those kinetic energies will be denoted by T and T
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The potential Includes vector terms in the form — y y 'A , where

e is the charge of particle a and A is the 3-vector potential at a.
ft 61

It is simpler to consider only the scalar terms, the presence of vector

terns does not alter the argument, tnit they contribute interactions of

characteristic form, in particular, the spin-spin interactions.

Ignoring then the vector components, the potential Is assumed to be

that of Coulomb interactions:

(3)

(quantum electrodynamics is also ignored, but the definitions of charge and

current in the system of Eq.(l) are not elementary).

The equation of motion is then

The equation may f i rs t be separated by a Bom-Oppenheimer procedure Into a

part Tor the nuclei and a part for the electrons:

(r
and

(5)

with * = 1(1 <|i . The rationale of t n a t separation has been previously

discussed (Cook, 1986, 1987a), but the division of the potential has to be

considered further.

The nuclear equation can be reduced to the equivalent classical form

with a kinetic energy — ^ p /m and an appropriate potential, whereas the

electronic part is left vith a linear kinetic energy and solutions, (ie, are

sought by means of molecular orbitals. The division of the potential

between the two equations la crucial to the argument.

V clearly includes all the terms of the Coulomb interactions
n

between nuclei alone, V , say. It also includes interactions with the
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electrons, for each nucleus moves in a potential generated by every other

particle, nuclei and electrons. Thus Vn will include all the terms like

If.-/./
where now n and e denote a typical nucleus and electron.

Mow ji-e varies rapidly relative to r (that is the reason why

Bom-Oppenheimer separation can lie effected) and so some sort of average

value of the nuclear-electron terms has to be taken. That is the basis of

the construction of a potential V used in the nuclear equation:
ne

(6)

The averaging is not considered further here, but both classically

and relativist!cally, it introduces screening effects.

2. ELECTRON PAIFS

In a system of many interacting particles, it is the total angular

momentum of the particles and electromagnetic fields that is a constant of the

system, and not the individual components. Consider just two of the many

particles in a system; their kinetic and potential energy operators are

(7)

where r. is the position vector of a third particle i, and

charge (vector potentials are Ignored).

its

Put



Also, set j(ra + r^ - 2 ^ ) equal to

Nov consider the case of electrons, for which

The conmon factor (m/m )
0,

understood to be present.

The sun of the operators is then

may be suppressed, although it has to be

(8)

The final term in the potential may be further decomposed. The sum

'Si + J^'1 * I Si - i s l ' 1 Is equal to

(fit
and is evidently an even function of (R.-r). Thus, even though a

binomial expansion gives difficulties in general, because g.•£ is not
p i p ^

always less than H + £• r (the maximum possible value of r is 21^),

nonetheless, the sun Is a finite quantity except when J}. equals -r r,

and so it may be written as the sum of even powers of (&"£) with
p T O 1 **

coefficients that are functions of (R + r- r ):

r>*0

Consequently the forces are a net force in the direction of R. and one in

the direction of rj both are repulsive if

attractive if the signs are opposite.

has the same sign as and

The energy operator for the two particles therefore consists of a part

which depends on the mean position of the two particleB, and a part
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which depends on the difference between the two but also, through V
p i p d

depends on {F^ + j£ r ).

The part of the total angular momentum which relates to the two

particles may likewise be written as the sum of two parts, J equal to

and J. equal to
APQ

* ir

in these expressions a^ is the spin operator of the i t h particle,

ag. is the spin operator equal to j € (v + T y J f v ^ + Tbk> «nd

£ d is the corresponding operator formed from (v - y ).

J d is not strictly a constant of the motion since j also

involves £ and, through a , y and y,, but in some circumstances it may

be nearly so.

The implications of those expressions can be drawn out by considering

the helium atom, with a and b labelling the two electrons and i the alpha

particle. V then corresponds to an attractive force between the two
a 2

electrons which to some extent reduces the repulsive force of e It.
P a

V" . on the other hand, is essentially 2e e./RT and represents nearly the
o ' t ail

attraction of the nucleus upon the two electrons combined at their centre of

mass.

The mechanical angular momenta are independent] and o and a

commute, so that J. and J are independent operators and the two

electrons behave as a pair with angular momentum j and energy

fey (ra + Vb)"Ps + V J in the field of the a-particle.

When other electrons are present, the structure is more complex,

but it can be seen that pairs of electrons can be picked out (the choice vill

depend on the overall states of the whole system) and that other electrons

reduce the potential Vg below that of the bare nucleus, but increase the

repulsive force between electrons of a pair. Thus as the number of electrons
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increases the central attraction is weakened but the repulsion between

electrons is strengthened, which are well-known results. The exchange force

does not figure explicitly In this discussion. It is part of the

electron-electron Coulomb interaction and is not really a separate force,

but arises from writing the Coulomb interaction in terms of matrix elements

with respect to anti-symmetrlzed wavefunctions; those matrix elements which

couple component wave functions belonging to different particles represent

the exchange force. In the present discussion the nature of the vavefunetion

has not been considered and so the separate identification of exchange forces,

a non-relativistic idea, has not occurred, but if the wavefunction were

expressed in a basis of independent particle orbitals, then exchange forces

would appear.

Nothing has been said here of the Paul! exclusion principle or spin

and statistics. Those are concepts of non-relativistic quantum mechanics,

referring as they do to the spin operator as representing rotations in

3-3pace. To introduce them here would be an ad hoc procedure; the idea of

pairing of electrons ought to arise naturally from the Hamiltonian of Eq.(l).

Further, it is not possible In relativistic quantum mechanics to

construct arguments based on regarding spin or mechanical angular momentum as

good quantum numbers, they are not conserved separately and in combination

they are only conserved for the whole system (and that when vector potentials

are included). The argument for pairing in relativistic quantum mechanics

must therefore be more empirical and less formal than in non-relativistic

theory.

3. EQUATIONS FOR ORBITALS

If Eq.(6) or its classical equivalent is supposed solved, equilibrium

values for the position vectors of the nuclei, r , may be calculated, etnd

the potential in which the electrons move is then the electron-electron part,

V
e e*

 p l u s a p a r t conllne from the nuclei in their equilibrium positions, V ,

and say, the electronic equation reads

(9)
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It will be supposed from now on that

realized that together V and V
f ne

nuclear terms in

V is known, but it should be

must account for all the electron-

It will not have escaped notice that the above argument assumes

that the positions of the electrons are known (or at least their averages)

in forming Eq.(6) and correspondingly the nuclear positions in forming

Eq.(9). Formally the system is indeterminate, as is natural for a system

of many bodies. The matter goes further, for here the classical charges

have been used, but for a system obeying Eq.(l) the charges should be

calculated as

where £& is the operator of the field of all particles evaluated at

r = r&, so that a knowledge of * is apparently required before the charges

(and currents) can be written down.

Here the treatment of Eq.(9) is considered by an argument similar

set out by Furry (1951). First suppos

a sum of products of individual wavefunctions

to that set out by Furry (1951). First suppose that 41 can be written as

satisfies an equation
+ ,. * 2 each of which

I *• (10)

(ID

E has been written as E since all electron rest energies, m c , are
oes j, os e

the same. E = m c^ and E = (JZ «)c (Eq.(9)h

The solutions to Eqs. (10) and (ll) may be considered to be bound-

state basis functions in the sense of Furry, with V being considered as
IS

a known external potential. Eqs.(lO) and (11) are in that sense determinate,

but on account of the synmetry properties of the Dirac operator (Cook, 198Tb)

it will generally not be possible to separate coordinates and obtain analytical

solutions. Even for diatomic molecules with axial symmetry, a complete

separation is not possible with any realistic potential.
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The final stage in the argument is to include the electron-electron

terms, V , in the potential in Eq.(9). One way vould be to treat V^ as a

perturbation, proceeding by successive approximations since the form of

V is not known until • has been determined. The molecular orbital
ee e

method (see for example, Fyper, 198?) on the other hand, employs the self-

consistent Dirac-Hartree-Fock procedure to find v
ee>
ee>

**"*

simultaneously, with * constructed from solutions of Eg-(11) that have

the symmetry of the nucear framework.

Any approximate procedure for the inclusion of the electron-electron

terms must depend upon their being not too great and usually the screening

of any electron by the others will ensure that. In the analogous problem

of conduction electrons in metals, screening is usually so effective that

only the nearest neighbour electrons have to be considered, or Just one

electron in effect around a positive ion. The simplest molecule, H,,, with

Just one electron, can show no such effect and all the potentials are

precisely determined, although the system is still strictly insoluble

analytically. When additional electrons are added, the formal Insolubility

is at once deepened.
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